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Using ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA) as a cross-linker
Gibbsite platelets were successfully encapsulated fully using an
ATRP-mediated emulsion polymerisation technique. Previously we
reported a “muﬃn-like” morphology, which was obtained using
the same approach without a cross-linker. This morphology was
attributed to the mobility of the growing polymeric chains, allowing them to move one side of the platelet during the reaction. The
addition of EGDMA reduces this mobility and it is shown that this
approach indeed leads to encapsulated Gibbsite. A comprehensive
study of the reaction conditions, in particular the cross-linker
addition proﬁle and concentration, was carried out in combination
with cryo-TEM characterization of the ﬁnal particle morphology.

Polymer encapsulation of single clay platelets is one of the
most challenging aspects in the field of polymer–clay
nanocomposites.1–3 Common encapsulation techniques
usually involve surface-initiated polymerisation where immobilisation of an initiator on the surface via chemical attachment
is required.4,5 Alternative routes mainly lead to the so-called
armored,6–8 peanut-shaped,9 dumbbell10,11 and muﬃn-like12
morphologies. Only a few studies reported the successful
encapsulation of clay platelets.13–15 Therefore, encapsulation
of clay still remains challenging.
Our group previously reported the successful encapsulation
of Gibbsite platelets using a strategy based on reversible
addition–fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) in a starved feed
emulsion polymerisation.16 Briefly, a random anionic co-oligomer, consisting of butyl acrylate (BA) and acrylic acid (AA) units,
was synthesised using RAFT polymerization. These co-oligomers
were then adsorbed onto the surface of Gibbsite platelets and
subsequently chain extended by the addition of an initiator and
feeding of a hydrophobic monomer mixture. Recently we
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extended this approach to ATRP, in which similar anionic cooligomers were used, but now synthesized using ATRP and thus
containing a bromine functionality instead of a RAFT functionality (Scheme 1).12 In the subsequent (Cu-mediated) starvedfeed emulsion polymerization, these adsorbed chains now acted
as macro-initiators rather than as reversible chain transfer
agents as in the case of the RAFT-based approach. Since these
co-oligomers also act as stabilizers of the initial Gibbsite and
resulting polymer dispersion, no additional surfactant was
required in this approach. Cryo-TEM characterisation revealed a
“muﬃn-like” morphology of the obtained hybrid latex particles
and not the truly encapsulated Gibbsite platelets as were
obtained in the RAFT-based approach. This morphology was
not aﬀected by the monomer feeding profile or composition. It
is conceivable that the obtained morphology was caused by a
high mobility of the adsorbed ATRP macroinitiator and growing
chains on the surface of the platelets, leading to polymerisation
on only a single face of the platelet, and that the addition of a
cross-linker would reduce this mobility. A similar approach was
reported by Matyjaszewski and co-workers for the encapsulation
of gold nanoparticles17 and organic dyes.18 In the present work,
we investigated the addition of the cross-linker ethylene glycol
dimethacrylate (EGDMA) as a new element in the previously
published ATRP-based approach.
Cryo-TEM was used to study the morphology of the synthesised nanocomposites. Parameters such as the amount and
addition profile of EGDMA were investigated with a focus on
the resulting particle morphology and colloidal stability.

Scheme 1 Schematic illustration of ATRP-based synthesis of polymer–
Gibbsite nanocomposites using an anionic co-oligomer as a stabiliser
and macroinitiator.
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Eﬀect of EGDMA addition
Previously reported encapsulation experiments used a starvedfeed addition of a methyl methacrylate (MMA)/butyl acrylate
(BA) monomer mixture to the Gibbsite dispersion as a prerequisite for eﬃcient encapsulation.12,13,19 Since it was not
a priori clear how and when the cross-linker has to be added in
the process, we investigated three diﬀerent addition profiles of
EGDMA (10 wt% based on overall monomer content), while
maintaining the previously12 employed MMA/BA feeding
profile (Fig. 1a).
As can be seen from Fig. 1a, in profile I the total amount of
EGDMA was injected into the reaction mixture as a single shot
and reacted for two hours. After this two hours reaction of
EGDMA, the MMA/BA monomer addition was started. In
profile II the same amount of EGDMA was fed over a period of
about 1 h prior to the monomer addition. Finally, in profile III
both the cross-linker and the monomer mixture were mixed
and fed to the reactor. In all cases, the initial ATRP macroinitiator–Gibbsite dispersion was characterized to have Dz ≈
100 nm ( poly ≈ 0.14) and ζ-potential ≈ −50 mV. The eﬀect of
the EGDMA addition profile on the colloidal stability of the
nanocomposites during the reaction was studied by measuring
Dz (Fig. 1b) and the ζ-potential (see the ESI†). As expected, the
results presented in Fig. 1b clearly show an increase in particle
size during all three reactions. However, the very large diameters (Dz ≈ 1000 nm, with poly ≈ 1) of the particles in the
samples from profile I suggested the formation of colloidally
unstable latex particles, which was confirmed by TEM imaging
of the final latex (Fig. 2a). Profiles II and III resulted in colloidally stable dispersions with Dz ≈ 240 nm ( poly ≈ 0.15) and
Dz ≈ 215 nm ( poly ≈ 0.17), respectively. TEM images of the
products resulting from these two feeding profiles are shown
in Fig. 2b and c, respectively.
The cryo-TEM image (Fig. 2b) clearly shows a complete coverage of Gibbsite platelets with the polymer, when gradual
feeding of the cross-linker prior to MMA/BA addition was used
( profile II). In the case of simultaneously feeding the crosslinker with the other monomers ( profile III) two types of morphologies (“muﬃn-like” and encapsulated platelets) are
observed (Fig. 2c).
In order to further quantify these observations, particle
counting (>100 particles) for the last two cases was conducted
(Fig. 3).
These results clearly demonstrate that the predominant
product (>80%) resulting from profile II is truly encapsulated
Gibbsite platelets, with only a minor amount of “muﬃn”-structures. We therefore decided to use a cross-linker feed prior to
monomer feed in our remaining studies.
Eﬀect of EGDMA concentration
It is clear from the previous section that although slow feeding
of EGDMA prior to monomer addition dramatically improved
the resulting morphology with more than 80% encapsulated
Gibbsite platelets, a small fraction of “muﬃn-like” particles
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Fig. 1 (a) Addition proﬁles of EGDMA (dashed line) and MMA/BA (solid
line), and (b) evolution of the Z-average particle diameter Dz obtained
using these proﬁles: (▲) proﬁle I, (∇) proﬁle II and (■) proﬁle III. Reaction
conditions: Vwater = 30 mL, T = 70 °C, 6 mg of ATRP macroinitiator and
20 mg of Gibbsite per mL, [ascorbic acid]0 = 2.6 × 10−6 M, [Cu2+]0 = 2.6
× 10−6 M, MMA : BA = 10 : 1 w/w, feeding rates of ascorbic acid, MMA/BA
and EGDMA were 9 mg min−1. Final product consists of 247.5 g of
polymer per g of Gibbsite.

was still present. We therefore used profile II and studied the
eﬀect of the EGDMA amount on the morphology of polymer–
Gibbsite nanocomposites: 5, 10, 15 and 20 wt% based on the
overall monomer content.
The evolution of the Z-average particle diameter and the
zeta-potential in encapsulation experiments was studied.
For all cross-linker contents, except for 20 wt%, the obtained
results were very similar to those reported for profile II as
shown in Fig. 1b; the results for 20 wt% were similar to
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Fig. 3 Observed morphologies (%) for diﬀerent EGDMA addition
proﬁles.

Fig. 4 cryo-TEM (a–c)/TEM (d) images of polymer–Gibbsite latex particles obtained using proﬁle II for diﬀerent EGDMA contents: (a) 5 wt%,
(b) 10 wt%, (c) 15 wt% and (d) 20 wt%. Other conditions as in Fig. 1.
Fig. 2 TEM (a, c) and cryo-TEM (b) images of polymer–Gibbsite latex
particles obtained using diﬀerent addition proﬁles of EGDMA: (a) proﬁle
I, (b) proﬁle II and (c) proﬁle III. Other conditions as in Fig. 1.

those shown for profile I in Fig. 1b (for more details, see the
ESI†).
The morphology of the synthesised nanocomposites was
studied using (cryo-)TEM and the results are shown in Fig. 4.
The results clearly show the eﬀect of cross-linker concentration on the morphology of polymer–Gibbsite latex particles.
In the case of a low EGDMA concentration (Fig. 4a) a “muﬃnlike” morphology was observed, similar to what was previously
reported for the case without a cross-linker.12 This suggests
that the used EGDMA concentration is not suﬃcient to fixate

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

the growing chains. As was discussed above encapsulated particles with a small fraction of “muﬃn-like” morphology were
observed in the case of 10 wt% (Fig. 4b). Increasing the
amount of EGDMA led to cross-linking between the platelets
and growth of the polymer around these aggregates (Fig. 4c).
An even more drastic eﬀect was observed for a cross-linker
content of 20 wt% (Fig. 4d). The overall result was very similar
to what was observed for profile I, i.e., all EGDMA added in a
single shot. We can therefore conclude that the most successful encapsulation was achieved for an EGDMA content of
10 wt%.
It is clear from the results of this work, that both addition
profile and concentration of EGDMA aﬀect the morphology
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and colloidal stability of the resulting polymer–Gibbsite latex
particles.
The morphology of the final hybrid particles depends on
kinetic and thermodynamic factors;5 the Gibbsite normally
would preferentially be in contact with the aqueous phase and
the muﬃn structure obtained without a crosslinker could thus
be regarded as an equilibrium morphology. Due to the initially
low molecular weights in the (crosslinker-free) ATRP approach
the mobility of the growing chains is high and the equilibrium
can be achieved. The addition of a crosslinker early in the reaction limits this mobility and another type of morphology is
obtained (fully encapsulated Gibbsite).

Conclusions
In the present work successfully encapsulated Gibbsite platelets were obtained using EGDMA as a cross-linker in the
ATRP-mediated starved feed emulsion copolymerisation of
MMA and BA. It was previously reported that using the same
ATRP-based approach, but without a cross-linker led to a
“muﬃn-like” morphology.12 The observed diﬀerence in morphologies supports the idea of reducing the mobility of a
macroinitiator and growing chains by introducing a crosslinker into the system. The eﬀects of the cross-linker
addition profile and concentration on the resulting particle
morphology were studied. Cryo-TEM characterisation
revealed diﬀerent types of morphologies depending on these
studied parameters and that the best results were obtained
by slowly feeding the cross-linker (10 wt% with respect to
overall monomer content) prior to the start of the MMA/BA
feeding.
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